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Fleet-footed antelope race across a

sagebrush flat in Harney County.
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the new trout hatchery being con-
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structed for the Game Commission at
Leaburg on the McKenzie River by the
Army Engineers, and construction is
well under way. The hatchery, when
completed, will be considerably larger
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than any of the state's present trout
hatcheries. Annual capacity of the

Don M. Mitchell, Chairman_______Taft

hatchery will be 500,000 yearling trout
and 417,000 fingerling trout. There will
be five ponds for 4,500 brood fish, 32

troughs and five nursery ponds for
trout fry, and 25 ponds for growing
trout to legal length. Estimated cost of

the hatchery is $700,000. It is being
built by the federal government as restitution for loss of game fish runs oc-

casioned by the construction of the
dams in the Willamette Valley project
and all fish will be stocked in the Willamette River basin.
*

*

*

A project has been set up to determine how the funds available from the
sale of smelt licenses can best be used
to improve angling on the Sandy River.
A complete physical inventory of the
stream system is under way to obtain
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Valsetz fishway while in process of construction.

VALSETZ FISHWAY
COMPLETED

Steelhead and silverside salmon runs
that have been blocked by the Falls on
the Siletz River hereafter will have 35
miles more of spawning areas available

in the upper river. The 320-foot long
fishway around the Falls, with a rise of
41 feet, 8 inches, was started in 1949 as
a cooperative project of the Fish Com-

mission of Oregon and the Oregon
State Game Commission and finished

last month. Construction was slowed by
difficulties encountered working under

different levels of the stream as well
as work stoppages made necessary by
fire hazards. Total cost of the project

facts necessary on which to build a
sound improvement program. Funds

Leslie Zumwalt

Northeast Region
Box 226, La Grande
Northwest Region

received from the sale of smelt fishing
licenses are earmarked by legislative

L. M. Mathisen

Central Region

act for improvement of the Sandy

J. W. Vaughn

River.

W. C. Lightfoot

all debris and logs will be helpful to
the efficient operation of the fishway.
Interested persons are invited to in-

1947, at the post office at Portland, Oregon, under
the act of August 24, 1912.

spect the structure which is located six
miles west of the town of Valsetz.

*

*

*

Spring chinooks are making a come-

back in the North Umpqua River according to the tally at the Game Commission fish counting station at Winchester dam. By July 15 of this year
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1951,

in previous seasons. As of July 15, 2,650
fish had been counted.

Cooperation of all logging interests
in the area in keeping streams clear of

HI. PAL! LETS PUT 'EA2

S

THE "HATCHERY TRUCK
CHASER"

Not much of a fisherman,
but he hasn't lost
a truck this year.

2,940. Total figures for the 1952 run

were not available at this writing.
Summer s t e e l h e a d also moved
through the counting station in larger
numbers than have been experienced

amounts to $55,000.

FISH HOGS YOU MAY KNOW

4,409 adult chinooks had

passed
through, the highest number since
counting was started in 1946. This season's parent run of 1947 totalled 2,994.
Salmon counts for previous years are as
follows: 1946, 1,974; 1947, 2,994; 1948,

1224 E. 8th, Albany
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By F. C. BAKER, Controller
BUSINESS policies, management
and fiscal control to many people

might prove to be a most dry and
uninteresting subject, but to me it is a

vivid, living thingmy vocation and

avocation. One of the primary phases
of the Game Commission's operations
involves adequate fiscal and business
organization. Without this the other aspects of the organization could not long
continue.

Twenty years ago the Commission's

business was on a cash receipts and
disbursements basis. Its records and
books of account consisted of the min-

ute book, the cash book, single entry

accounts receivable ledger, and a
voucher or claim register for the distribution of expenses. This voucher regis-

ter, by the way, when opened was 12
feet long and usually required the services of two people to open it. The clerk
doing the posting had to make each en-

try in the left -hand side, walk down
the length of the register, locate and

post the expense account being distributed. There was little or no modern office machinery probably two handoperated adding machines, some type-

writers, and a check protector. There
was no general ledger. The entire income for the fiscal year ending Sep-

tember 30, 1932 was $400,516.75. The
cash balance on hand was $37.10.
By June 30, 1934, a deficit of $56,252.29 had been incurred. This deficit
was brought about by the Commission's

attempt to match dollars with Uncle
Sam in order to increase the capacity
of the fish hatcheries and the pheasant

propagation facilities by the use of
Civil

Works

Administration funds.

Funds were borrowed from the State
Industrial Accident Commission in order that the Commission could meet its
obligations, and the Commission continued to operate on a deficit basis until
February, 1935, when modern business
methods were installed.
With top management planning and

a strict system of budgetary control,

the books of account were placed on an
accrual basis. The Commission estab-

lished the policy that no expenditure
should be made unless there were ade-

quate funds previously budgeted for
that purpose, and that capital expenditures should only be made from budgeted funds not needed for productive
operations. Organization charts were

drawn up and the objectives of the
various department heads were clearly
outlined. Steps were taken to find out
what the customer wanted, determine
what he could pay for it, how the wildlife resource was distributed, and what
could be done to improve the production and distribution of that resource.
From this modest beginning a com-

pact, modern and efficient business
management organization has grown.

Due to the intense public interest in
the wildlife resource and the willing-

ness and ability of the public to pay for
the orderly management, conservation,

production and harvesting of the resource, it has been necessary for the
Commission to increase its program
from a $400,000 expenditure per annum
to in excess of $2,250,000. In 1932 there
were slightly more than 95,000 license

holders. Today there are in excess of
400,000 individuals holding hunting and
angling licenses. The cost of the Corn-

mission's functions has likewise increased in the same proportion that
general inflationary trends have affected most basic costs of both public and
private activities.
Sixteen trout hatcheries are now op-

erated with an annual fish food de-

mand alone of approximately 2,500,000

pounds. A new hatchery at Leaburg is
under construction for the state by the
government which will have an annual
production of 500,000 legal size fish. It

will be, when completed, one of the
larger trout hatcheries in the world.
There are three pheasant farms now in
operation and four game management
areas containing 32,000 acres. These
management areas provide nesting and
breeding grounds for the waterfowl on
the Pacific flyway, provide winter range
for elk and deer, and serve other multiple purposes suitable to wildlife conservation and production. A plant for
the purpose of manufacturing fish

screens is operated at Central Point

which had in the past an annual capacity of 50 screens. This capacity will
soon be substantially increased, and
with the installation of every new fish
screen an additional maintenance cost
is imposed which must be anticipated
in budget planning.
In addition to these fixed facilities,
the orderly management of the Commission's affairs has required the

breaking down of the state into five

regions under a direct supervisor in order that those employees who are gath-

ering data for management purposes
and are engaged in the various associated functions may have adequate su(Continued on Page 7)

Henrietta and family, formerly of Scoggins Creek, Washington County,

gnawed their way to attention by plugging two road culverts, damming a drain ditch, and boldly tackling a prized cottonwood shade
tree.

On complaint from a distressed farmer, a Game Commission trapper
prepares to live-trap Henrietta and kin. The season, mid-summer,
when all beaver have a skimpy fur, is all that prevents Henrietta
from ending up a fur coat.

MOVING DAY

Look at that big timber over there.

While no one's looking, I'll just slip over to that stream.

Hailing from a cool, watery home, beaver appreciate
regular dousing while in transit to a mountain stream.

Now, isn't this a fine basket of bark?

Junior receives special handling.

Come on in kids, the water's fine.

These beaver work fast.

Vag, 6
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DEATH AFIELD
STUDY of hunting accidents oc-

curring in Oregon the past six

years reveals that with the exception of
a few freakish ricochets and line of fire
mishaps, the 100 accidents investigated
were the result of human carelessness
and negligence. State Police reports
were the basis for this study.

The hunting accidents have been
broken into four categories selfinflicted, mistaken for game, line of fire

and ricochet, and accidental discharge
of another hunter's gun. Another analysis reveals distribution of hunting accidents by game hunted.

Largest class of accidents, 32 per

cent, were self-inflicted with the victim's gun. They occurred loading or un-

loading the gun, crossing fences, removing the weapon from a car or boat,

leaving the gun in an insecure rest
from which it fell, and riding in a ye-

hide with loaded firearms. The latter
is a frequent cause and resulted in one
of the first cases reported this year. In
1950, four brothers were wounded as
the result of a deer rifle discharging in
a jeep, the bullet ricochetting through
the vehicle.

Least excusable and most tragic, if

any hunting accident can be called
more tragic than another, is the mistak-

en for game category which included
21 per cent in the breakdown. Quotes
of a hunter in a police officer's report
are terse commentary on this class of
hunting accident. "A doe came out of
the woods and crossed ahead of me. I
got down on one knee and waited, figuring a buck would follow. After about
three minutes of waiting, I heard a twig
snap, saw a movement, then fired and

Hunting Accidents by
Game Hunted 1946-51, incl.

saw the man fall to the ground."
A third category, 22 per cent, is accidental discharge of a hunter's gun other than the victim's. The causes are the

same as those causing self-inflicted

Gome hunted

Fatal

wounds plus a number of cases where

Non-Fatal

an eager hunter advancing with his
rifle ready, tripped, fell, and discharged
the gun into the victim.

Deer

Last group is the line of fire and

ricochet accidents accounting for 25
per cent of the total. Strictly freakish

Elk

ire

Bear

".'.'.'.'.'.'..

..'.'............

pletely obscured from the shooter's
view. Often, though, the victim was

.-

covered by an excited hunter aiming on
game.

Upland Game
.....................................

Waterfowl

Small Game

Unknown

was the case of a bullet glancing from
an elk's antler to wound a hunter, and
in several cases the victim was in the
line of another hunter's fire but com-

.

'"

......

The pattern of hunting accidents by
game hunted closely follows numbers
of hunters involved; deer hunting accounting for the majority; upland game
shooting for quail, grouse, and particularly pheasant following a poor second;
and small game, waterfowl, elk, and
bear hunting trailing in that order. Of
the total 101 hunting accidents from
1946 through 1951, 35 resulted in fatalities.

Each year a substantial amount of
publicity is given to our hunting accidents for each is a stark tragedy, but
the nimrod afield is safer from gunfire
than one might conclude. Press service
tallies often include trafic deaths occurring when bound to and from hunting
areas, heart attacks, falling off cliffs,
and other non-gun accidents. The average number of gunfire caused accidents

annually in Oregon is 16 or one for
every 11,000 licensed hunters.

A large number of the victims, particularly those involved in deer hunting
(Continued on Page 7)
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the plan no longer permits the budget
to control operations. Adequate provi-

How Hunting Accidents Occur
Self-Inflicted Mistaken for
Game

Total
In Line of re
AcCid-e-fito/
Gun Discharge and Ricochete Accidents
..10474.

............

............ ............
............
............

16

1951
:.:

16

1950

1949
1948

.

15

. .... .

21

,............

.

1947

20

1946

13
10 I

DEATH AFIELD

FISH AND GAME BUSINESS

(Continued from Page 6)

(Continued from Page 3)

accidents, wore some article of red.
It is difficult to draw any conclusions

saw the red they wore.

pervision and carry out the work plans
and policies of the Commission.
In making an orderly budgetary control plan for a business as complex as
that of the Oregon State Game Commission, it is necessary, of course, to

sportsmanship, a complete disregard of
the cardinal gun safety rules, and fail-

amount of money estimated to be taken
in during the year is the limiting factor

from this fact though, for it will never

be known how often persons return
home unharmed be*Cause other hunters

At least 90 per cent of all hunting
accidents could be avoided as poor
ure to observe the target have caused
them. It is difficult to lay down rules
against carelessness or poor sportsmanship, but those who hunt with a wanton

disregard for human life and kill another can be tried for manslaughter.
Until the last State Legislature met,
though, there was no provision for the
negligent wounding of another person.
Now any hunter who as a result of his
failure to use ordinary care wounds an-

make an accurate determination of
what future revenues may be, as the

beyond which planning cannot go.
After a determination is made of
what revenue can be expected, a work

plan is drawn, outlining in detail the
activities which may be carried out
within the limits of the forecasted income. In drawing the work plan we

have to take into consideration the
plant and equipment necessary to carry

months imprisonment and/or $500 fine.

out the plan, but must make certain
that any plant expansion considered
necessary will not jeopardize future
work plans and the finances of the

Upon conviction, the hunting license

Commission.

other person shall be subject to six
would be forfeited for 10 years.

The hunting accident problem re-

We are slowly abandoning the old
"historical" method of budgeting where

volves back to basic gun safety training
and sportsmanship. Adults and young-

an elaborate budget is drawn, the expenses are charged against budget and
a comparison made at the end of a period to see how far we missed.
The budget is the work plan and the

be legislated out of existence, neither

work plan is the budget. Standard costs

sters alike must be taught that guns
are dangerous unless properly handled. Just as traffic accidents cannot
can hunting accidents. Driver education

are being calculated and specific job

and training point the wayhunter education, particularly with youth, is the
best solution to hunting accidents.

assignments made as rapidly as possible

because a control technique which allows actual activity to move away from

sion in each activity is made for contingencies in order to maintain control of
the alternative.
The master budget is broken into ten
controls:
1. Administration.
2. Fish Resources.
3. Game Resources.
4. Education.
5. Apportionable Expenditure.
6. Fish Screening.
7. Inventory Changes.
8. Capital Expenditures.
9. Special Requests.
10. Reserve.
Due to legal requirements, the
amount paid to the State Police for law

enforcement is deducted from income
and is, therefore, not shown as an ex-

pense. The master budget is further

broken to 5 regions and 40 fixed locations, carrying out some 99 activities.
The activities are further broken into

the applicable state classification

of

accounts. After review and decision the
Commission adopts the budgeted work
plan and we are underway. A peculiar

concept of the budget exists in the
minds of many people, a belief that a

budget control is for the purpose of
making some indefinite saving and
should never be changed after adoption. This is not necessarily true. A
budget control is set up for the sole
purpose of making planned systematic

and orderly expenditures. It must be
flexible so that management can retain control of altered economic or
other conditions. However, Oregon law

provides that once a budget is approved by the Legislature, no funds

may be transferred between the following categories:
Salaries and Wages
G. 0. M. (General, Operating, Maintenance)
Special Requests
Capital Expenditures.

There is a further deterrent to flexibility of management in the statutory
fiscal year beginning in July and ending in June 30 of the following year.
The Game Commission's normal fiscal

year is a calendar year. Perhaps the
best illustration would be in the pro-

duction of fish. At June 30 of any year,

the fish are just beyond the egg stage
and an accurate inventory of the fish
at that time would be nearly, if not actually, impossible. All of the Commission's physical inventories are at their
peak on June 30 and at a minimum on
December 31.
(Continued on Page 8)
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then issuing the tags and refunding the

money to the unlucky applicant. The
entire office staff and as many as eight

extra employees were barely able to

cope with the volume of work. The op-

eration is now very simple from each
application form we punch into a card
the applicant's name, address and

hunting license number, a cashier's
control number and the number of
persons applying in up to parties of
four. Using the cards and the accounting machinery, we are able to hold a

drawing in 45 minutes, then address
the licenses, make the refund checks
for the unsuccessful applicant, make
the refund cash book, mail inserts, bal-

ance and close the drawing in eight
hours. There is no manual filing neces-

sary as the card controls through the
cashier number and the hunting license

Interested spectators watch the mechanical selection of tag winners in 1952's first drawing for
antelope tags.(Photo-Art Commercial Studio)

FISH AND GAME BUSINESS
(Continued from Page

7)

In order to cope with existing (and
necessary) statutes and to accurately
and rapidly account for our many and
varied activities and projects in a man-

ner which will permit us to look at
all sides of any transaction from a
single source record, we are installing
electronic accounting.

These machines are extremely com-

plex but the principle on which they

function is a simple- electronic analysis
of holes punched into a 31/4x73/8" card.
These holes are punched by means of a

typewriter-like device called a key
punch. Information punched into the
cards is then analyzed and interpreted
by means of certain other accounting
devices which produce complete records based on any desired combination
of facts that are in the card.
To illustrate, consider a simple time

sheet for an employee. From key
punched cards abstracted from this me-

dia, we obtain statements and records
of retirement deduction, vacations, sick
leave, overtime, merit time, industrial
accident insurance, personal insurance,
state withholding tax, federal withhold-

ing tax, quarterly return of taxes payable to state and federal governments,
Oregon State Game
Commission Bulletin
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annual report of earnings for state and
federal government, deduction for rent,
the employee's pay check, and payrolls
for the Commission, the Civil Service
Commission, and the State Budget Division. It also makes the distribution of
work in cash and hours of effort in any
one or combination of 40 fixed locations,

5 regions, 18 watersheds, 36 counties,
10 major controls, 198 minor and subminor activities and two classes of labor. The same cards produce cost control by job or Authority of Expenditure
number, financial and budget control
statements, statements of expenditures
statewide, by region and by fixed loca-

tion, plant and equipment costs, and
maintenance and repair costs. It also
allows the regional supervisor to
if the employee's work is following
the work plan for his region by indivi-

dual and by groups. All of this, and
more too, comes from one source document and a simple group of cards. The

beauty of it is that it costs less to do

than it would manually.
One of our prize developments has
been the almost complete elimination

of manual procedure in holding and

accounting for special season drawings.
We formerly used many man hours of
labor setting up and holding a drawing,
t

number. Lists are also printed for the
State Police to use in law enforcement
and we are able to check applicants
readily in order to eliminate those who
unfortunately attempt to get more than
that to which they are entitled.

It's a big serious businessit's your
businesswe like it.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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